
IN THE H::GH COURT o;-‘ TANZANIA 

LmBOUR DIVISION 

AT DAR ES SALAAM 

IN THE MATTER OF COM PLAINT NO 47 OP 2008

B ETWE EN

DR. NOORDIN JELLA  .............. ( ......  COM PLAINANT
AND

MZUMBE U N IV ER S ITY ................. . RESPONDEiS

(Original CMA/DSM/K1N-1LA/2832/0!:. *

RULIN G

15/9 7009 & 6/11/2009.

Rwcyemamu, R.M J;

The complainant filed a cispute /complaint in th ia)ud: on 11/3/2009 

. t o  which the Respondent replied, and raised Preliminary Objection (PO) 

subject matter of this ruling. 'r ie parties were represented in this court by 

Dr. •.Hvunqi Advocate of Souirv Law Chambers Advor>; and Mr.. Kobas 

Advocate of the Provisional Centre Aoyoaiites for the

compiai na nt/employee and respondent/employer respectively.
* .=■ : • •

On 19/8/2009,. the PO was ordered to be argue.: by way of written 

submission and the court sue mottu, requested the p t o  address it on 

the :ssue Of whether under the Employment end Labour Reie: ■ ?/? :• Act 6/20-7*4 (The 

Act) j i i  dh'outss must ccmmen :e by mediation et the Commission for Mediation and



Arl)/tuition (CMA), even whore the claim excceds its pecuniary jurisdiction. ] believe 

I ho? issue to be important, t ie  position of which must be clearly stated in 

oidcr to remove future confusion regarding proper procedures in 

deteirnination of disputes like the present. There are a number of cases 

some still pending in court where that issue has been raised as PO. The 

^parties in their submissions addressed that issue as well as the two 

grounds raised as PO which are that:-

i. Thfe complaint is hopelessly time barred 1

ii. The complaint is improperly before this court.

In order to appreciate the parties' arguments and subsequent 

decision, I find it convenient to first narrate chronologically but in brief, the 

relevant background information.

1. On 28/4/2008, the complainant referred a dispute of unfair termination to the 

CM A and claimed general damages suffered as a result cf the respondent's 

action. The sum claimed as eeriera! damages was put as shillings 500 million.

2. The said referral was filed tDgether with an application for condonation of the 

late referral. In its ruling indicated'as delivered on 6/6/2008, the CMA condoned 

the late referral; affirmatively found that the CMA has jurisdiction to mediate a 

dispute which is beyond ;:s pecuniary jurisdiction; but concluded that "in the 

occasion, of non settlement-the matter wiii be referred to the High court".

3. The dispute was unsuccessfully mediated. On 20/6/2003, die Mediator issued a 

Certificate of Non-sefctiemeni:. with the foHowina comments'



"The m atter w ill be Liken to the High Court because the 

commission docs not hove jurisd iction  (Pecuniary 

Jurisdiction)". (Emphas's mine)

i
A. On 6-10 -2008, (several rriorths later), the CMA forwarded the- file to this Court, 

the letter forwarding the saire is quoted later on in this ruling.

5. On H/3/20019, the complainant filed a dispute to this cour: in the prescribed

manner, to which the respondent timely filed a response on 30/3/2009 raising

the PO subject matter of this uling.
i

I now proceed to consider PO (i) - the issue of Limitation. It was argued 

by the complainant and conceded by the respondent that the law, section 

86 (7)(b) of the Act, is silent as regards the time within which a party mav 

refer the complaint to arbitration or to court after issue of the certificate of 

non-settlement. The contested ssue is the interpretation to be put to that 

silence; whether it means a paly is free to refer the dispute after any time 

he chooses, as submitted by counsel for the complainant, or whether the 

reference must be made within reasonable time as submitted by counsel 

for the respondent.

The respondent's counsel submitted without citing a^y authority that in 

such cases, referral should be within reasonable time;, afio" that reasonable 

time is 30 days; and further therefore that the present dispute referred 

after 8 months should be considered time barred and cl!-?, nissed with costs.



In responses, counsel for ’lie complainant submitted that, the failure In 

imiscribe a lime limit was rot more oversight, to quote the words used; " 

...il \'.«ib not i) mure oversight ...."fiat was purposeful considering t:ho; nature of Labour 

Disputes and the need to do away with unwarranted technicalities which might defeat 

justice." To buttress that argument, counsel quoted section 3 -the principal 

objectives of the Act and section 94(1) which requires the court to "pay 

due regard to the Constitul.bnl as aid to interpretation of the Act, and 

Article 107A of the constitution which urges courts to do away with "undue 

technicalities and procedures w ich  may tend to defeat justice.'T h e  essence of 

counsel's argument is that tha issue o f time limit in acl'.udiculiun of labour 

disputes is a mere technicality .

I wish to make my posit: on on the issue clear; I completely disagree 

with the complainant counse's conclusion that the issue of time limit is a 

mere technicality. First, on the general level, both this and the superior : 

court have long held the issue of limitation to be fundamental; that 

" limitation is a materia! point in the speedy administration o f justice. Limitation is there 

to ensure that a party does no1: come to court as and when\he choose" CAT in 

Tanzania Fish processors Ltd. V. Christopher Luhanguia, Civil Appeal 161/94 

(MZA sub registry- unreported).

£
The issue is so fundamental as it touches on the fundamental right of 

fair piay in adjudication of disputes such that, where the dispute is time 

barred, the court lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate it. Thr?«: is, unless a party 

seeking to file a dispute which is time barred has applied to the court for 

extension of time; which application may be granted if good cause for



delay is shown. In adjudication of labour disputes in this court, such 

powers are provided uncer Rule 56 of the Labour Court Ruieg. GN 

10(3/2007 (the Rules).

Second/ is it true that Describing no time limit is-in accord with the 

spirit of the Act? I believe: not, why?

Section 3(a) of the Act provides one of the objectives of fhe Act, as "to 

promote economic development through economic efficiency, productivity and social 

justice" Foi one, economic development cannot be promoted by allowing 

labour disputes to remain unresolved for an undue long period, as that 

wouid keep both the employer and employee tied up in disputes instead of 

being productively engaged. Clearly that would be contra1"'/ to the spirit of 

promoting economic development and efficiency as well as hindering social 

justice. In fact, "one o f the primary objectives o f labour legislation is to provide 

means o f resolving labour dispjt.es expeditiously/' as noted by JGK.N GROGAN in his 

treatise on d is m is s a l , d is c r im in a t io n  and  u n f a i r  l a b o u r  p r a c t ic e s ; ju ta  an d  c o  l t d , 

Second Edition at page 11. To revert to the submission of counsel for the 

complainant, I stress that i: is in regard to the nature of labour disputes 

that time.-limits for initiating actions must be provided ;

Two, I am fortified in my conclusion that provision of time limit is in 

accord with the spirit of the Act, and that such spirit is to ensure that 

disputes are settled expecnously. and fairly; because the Act, mandates 

rigorous time schedules fo; initiating various actions. Examples of this are

abound:



Disputes of unfair termination must be leferred to ihe CM A after 30 days

from the date of termination or the date the employer made a 

final decision to ten ruinate, all;:.other labour disputes must be 

referred after 60 days. See rule 10 of the Labour Institutions 

,and(Mediation and Arbitration Rules) GN 64/2007

The mediator must nisdiate the dispute within 30 days, (unless 
i

the parties extend the period in writing) and if the dispute is not 

mediated within the prescribed time the parties may refer the 

same to arbitration or the court -  section 86 (4) and (7) of the 

Act.

* Where the dispute goes for arbitration, the arbitrator is enjoined 

to arbitrate the dispute fairly and quickly -section 88 (4) of the 

Act.

* A party wishing to apply for revision of the arbitrator's award to 

the court must do so ''within six weeks (45 days) of the date the 

award was served on the applicant.- section 91 (1) (a) and (b) of 

the Act, and:

e Where the dispute is referred to the court by the director of the 

Commission under section 18 of the Labour Institutions Act, 

7/2004 (the Institutions Act), the party who referred the dispute

6



to the CMA must fils a statement of complaint to the court: within 

15 days of being notified by the director that such reference has 

been made -  Rule 6 {2) (a) of the Rules,

. i

Based on the above "acts, I agree with counsel for the respondent

that after failure of mediation, a referral to arbitration or the court must be

made within reasonable time, and that such reasonable time must be 30

days. My conclusion regard'ncj the number of days is inspired by the time
t

schedules under the Act a:; indicated above. If an appeal aqainsL_an 

employer's action to terminate, an employee must be made within 30 days, 

it is not in accord with reason to believe that, where the_CMA has failed to 

mediate a termination dispute, a longer period would be provided. In the

time schedules above, the longest period for initiating a dispute is 60 days, 

under the circumstances, even if time limit had been provided, it could not 

have been 8 months.

I accordingly find thatjjie  complaint was initiated out of time, and i 

would dismiss it as being t in 3 barred, but wili not do so, on grounds I will■ I

canvass later after I make a cecision on the second PO.

The 2'K1 issue, is in principle not controverted. The Act section 8.6 (7) (b) 

clearly provides that the med ator has no power to refee a dispute to court 

after failure of mediation, suci referral may only be made,by a part?/ to the 

dispute as conclusively illustrated by - the CAT in the case of Nicomedes

Kajungu and 1374 Others V. Bul/anku!u Go id mine (T) Ltd-, C/V-.', '-ppes! No. 1J0/20QS,

/



The issue for decision howevei, is whether the present complaint can bo 

said to have been referred to court by the CMA in the manner the 

Ni c:o in odes case was. Counsel fcr the complainant thinks not. I agree with 

him, but for different reasons.

I believe referral in the two cases to tje different. To demonstrate the

difference, I shall quote in full the two letters used by the CMA in

forwarding the file to this court. The letter in the N/com.edes Case went 
t i 
thus:

"The Registrar,
Labour Court,
Division of the High Court,
P.O.Box 1619, • .•
DAR ES SALAAM.

RE: DISPUTE MO. CMA/TAB/DISP/248/2007
BETWEEN

NICODEME5 IGUUNGU AND 1374 OTHER r  EMPLOYEES
AND •

BULYANKiJLU G OLD MINE (T) LIMITED ~ EM PLOYEDR

The above mentioned subject refers.
The above mentioned as.Dlicants filed their reference u'iiih Commission fee 
Mediation and Arbitration in accordance with Section 86 (:.) of the Employment 
and Labour Relations Acl: No. 6 of 2004 and that on 29/11/2.006 the MEDIATION 
failed.
This dispute was referred for Arbitration under section S3 of ELRa  2004 as 
amended by Act No. 8 of 'Vritten Laws (Miscellaneous .Amendments} 2006 and 
that following the emplcysBS, this dispute is referred Lo Labour Oourt for 
Adjudication under sec:ion 94 Act No. 6/2004 as amended by the above 
Mentioned Law, as Arbitra:ors are ousted jurisdiction to handle the dispute.

C.F./Mslgwa
DIRECTOR

I

CC: Nicomedes Kajungu and 1374 others
P.O. Box &51,
KAHAMA.



The Gena, el Manager 
Bulyankulu Gold Mine (T)Ltd 
P.O. Box 891,
KAHAMA/' " (Emphasis mine)

The letter in the present case v/ent thus:

nRef.-CMA/DSM/KINTUV2832/08 5™ October 2008

The District Register,
Labour Court,
Par es salaam.

t
DISPUTE No. CMA/DSM/KIN-ILA/2832/08 

BETWEEN
DR. NOORDIN A. JE L L A .................................... ...... APPLICANT

AND
MZUMBE UN IVERS ITY ............................................ RESPONDENT

The above Labour dispute refers.

That the dispute was reported to the commission on 30/4/2008 and Mediated 
accordingly, However parties could not reconsider. The Commission could not 
proceed to Arbitrate the same because of lack of pecuniary Jurisdiction since, the 
amount claimed is 500,000/000.00. It is by that reason that, the matter is 
submitted to your Houra:) e Court for determination.

E, Mwidunda 
FOR: DIRECTOR

Looking at the two letters, it: appears to me that ir this case, the CMA 

mediator simply forwarded the file to this court, probably to justify the 

comments made in the non-settlement certificate that it could not proceed 

in the case on ground of pecuriary jurisdictionTTt can-iot be said that the 

mediator in- the above letter, was referring a dispute to the court under 

section 18 of-the Labour insti:utions Act, in the manner the Nicomedes case 

was. I therefore agree with counsel for the complainants submission; that 

the Nicomedes case is distinguishable and I dismiss PO (u).



1 note with concern howevei, that the mediator's letter though not fatal, 

did create unnecessaiy confusion. To avoid similar mishaps in future, the 

mediators should stick to doing what theJaw provides;, that is, they should 

issue the Certificate to partes in the prescribed manner only. It is up to a 

referring partjy to attach tie  certificate and whatever documents they 

choose when referring their complaints to court. '

It was indicated earlier tbit I will not dismiss the complaint as I would 

have done on the question of time limit. The decision as to what order 1 

should give, turns on the ecjality of the action taken by the mediator in 

issuing the certificate of non-settlement. The mediator's comment on the 

certificate issued on 20/6/2308 was that:

"The matter will be Lv'en to the High Court because the commission 

does not have jurisdiction (Pecuniary Jurisdiction)".

I should perhaps first state that I am obliged to counsels for the 

respondent's submission on the issue of CMA's powers to mediate a dispute 

'which exceeds its pecuniary jurisdiction. I agree with counsel's conclusion and 

that of the CMA mediator that all disputes regarding -unfair termination of 

employment must commence at the CMA regardless the amount: claimed.

The next important quest on however, is a legal one; it revolves around 

the determination of the amount of pecuniary jurisdiction. In the complaint 

filed in the CMA, the claimant claimed shillings 500 million as genera!

i0



dnmayes suhored because of the employer's action;. It is however a 

principle of hw that pecuniary jurisdiction is not determined by the amount 

of general damages claimed but: substantive gne$.

My brother Judge Massati J., as he then was, considered the issue in

George David Gordon vs Reliance Insurance Company (T) Limited, Commercial

Case No. 102/2005, and observed (a view I associate with), that normally

claims of general damages a'e not quantified. To buttress the position, the 

honourable Judge referred to the CAT decision in Tanzania -china friendship
?

Textile CO LTD Vs Our Lady of Usambara Sisters, C iv il A p pe a l No. 84/2002  

(unreporied). If) Ihdl case Ihz  court held among others that:

.... since general damages are awarded at the discretion of the

court, it is the court which decides which amount to award. In 

that respect norma!!/ claims of genera! damages are not 

quantified. But where they are so erroneously quantified, we 

think; this does not a ffect the pecuniary jurisdiction o f me court.

In our view, it  is  the substantive ciaim and  n o t the genera!

damages- which determ ines the pecuniary ju risd ic tio n  o f the 

cou/t"(Emphasis mine)

That general principle applies in iabour disputes5 in terms of which 

substantive claims would be specific, covering areas like the total amount 

of salaries due in case the cl spute is determined in the .employees’’ favour, 

and other entitlements specif ed under the Act. It does not cover general



In view of I hat., the CMA mediator was wrong in stating on the 

(•(Mtilicate that the CMA had no pecuniary jurisdiction based on the amount 

of general damages quantised as shillings 500. I accordingly find that the
v ]

medator (exercised jurisd ction not vested in him by law, and for that

reason, the same is revisa Die on the court's own motion under Rule 28 (a)

of the rules. I revise the mediator's actipn; quash ‘the certificate and

consequently every other action taken by the parties following issue of the

impugned certificate. t
i

In consequence of tha:, the dispute remains at the position it was at 

on the.date mediation failed. The CMA is ordered to summon the parties; 

issue a fresh certificate of ncn-settlement according to law, and the parties 

are advised to take approoriate action thereafter. The period of limitation 

will begin to count from tne date the CMA issues the certificate to the 

parties.


